Variability and Its Impact on Process Performance: Waiting Time Problems
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Wisconsin that specializes in providing answering services for financial services, insurance
companies, and medical rractices. Specifically, the objective of this chapter is to
Predict waiting times and derive some performance metrics capturing the service qual
ity provided to the customer.
Recommend ways of reducing waiting time by choosing appropriate capacity levels,
redesigning the service system, and outlining opportunities to reduce variability.

Variability and Its
Impact on Process
Perlormance: Waiting
Time Problems

7.1

Motivating Example: A Somewhat Unrealistic Call Center
For illustrative purposes. consider a call center withjust one employee iIom 7 am. to 8 am.
Based on prior observations, the call-center management estimates that. on average. a call
takes 4 minutes to complete (e.g., gis ing someone driving directions) and there are, on aer
age, 12 calls arriving in a 60-minuteperiod.that is. on average. one call e’ery 5 minutes.
What will be the average waiting time for a customer before talking to a customer ser
vice representative? From a somewhat naïve perspective. there should be no waiting time at
all. Since the call center has a capacity ofserving 60/4
15 calls per hour and calls arrive
at a rate of 12 calls per hour, supply ofcapacity clearly exceeds demand. lfanything, there
seems to be excess service capacity in the call center since its utilization, which we defined
previously (Chapter 3 ) as the ratio between flow rate and capacity. can be computed as
.

.
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Utilization
For consumers. OflC o[the most visible and prohahl\ annoying forms osuppy demand
mismatches is waiting time. As consumers. we seem to spend a significant portion of our
life waiting in line. be it in physical lines (supermarkets. check—ui at airports) or in “virtual’
lines (listening to music in a call center. waiting for a response e—mail).
It is important to distinguish between different types ofwiaiting time:
Waiting time predictably occurs hen the expected demand rate exceeds the expected
supply rate for smc limited period of time. Fhis happens especially in cases of constant
capacity levels and demand that exhibits seasonality. This leads to implied utilization 1evels ofover 100 percent ftr some time period. Queues Forming at the gate ofan airport after
the flight is announced arc an example ofsuch queues.
. As we will see in the next section, in the presence ofvariahility. queues also can arise
if the implied utiliiation is below I 00 percent. Such queues can thereby be fully attrib
uted to the presence of ariahility, as there exists. on average, enough capacity to meet
demand.
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First, consider the arri’.als and service times as depicted in Figure 7.1. A call arrives
exactly every 5 minutes and then takes exactly 4 minutes to he served. This is probably
the sseirdest call center that you have ever seen! No need to worry. we will return to “real
operations” momentarily, but the following thought experiment will help you grasp how
variability can lead to waiting time.
Despite its almost robotlike service times and the apparently very disciplined customer
service representative (“sorry, 4 minutes are over; thanks for your call”), this call center
has one major advantage: no incoming call ever has to wait.

.

While the difference between these two types of waiting time probably does not matter
much to the customer. it is ofgreat importance from the perspectixe ofoperations management. The root cause for the first type of waiting time is a capacity problem variability is
only a secondary effect. Thus, when analyzing this type of a problem, we first should use
the tools outlined in Chapters 3, 4, and 6 instead of focusing on variability.
The root cause of the second type of waiting time is variability. This makes waiting time
unpredictable, both from the perspective of the customer as well as from the perspective of
the operation. Sometimes, it is the customer (demand) waiting for service (supply) and, some
times, it is the other way around. Demand just neer seems to match supply in these settings.
Analyzing waiting times and linking these ailing times to variability require the intro
duction of new analytical tools, which we present in this chapter. We will discuss the tools for
analyzing waiting times based on the example of An—ser Sen ices, a call—center operation in
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